
SESSION: Board Work II 
                             
Date: 14 October 2015 
 
Time: (1 hour) 
 
Learning Outcomes:  By the end of this session participants will be able to:  

• Recognize the importance of using the board effectively in the classroom  
• Identify effective ways of organizing information on the board  

 
Materials:  whiteboard, markers 
 
Procedures: 
Step 1: Warm-Up- What is the topic?-------------------------------------------------------10 min 
Before the start of the session, write the following words/phrases on the whiteboard: line of 
sight, agenda, eye contact, layout, symmetry, tables 
Have the participants work in small groups to write definitions for all terms they know and 
try to identify the topic of the workshop. 
 
Step 2:  Why Do We Use a Board? -----------------------------------------------------15 min 
Have participants brainstorm board uses: presenting new words and structures, making tables 
or charts for presentation and practice, and simple drawings of people, places and objects.  
Write their ideas on the board while completely blocking the board, then ask the participants 
what their immediate reaction was when they couldn't read anything. Remind them to 
remember their feelings of frustration or anxiety. 
  
Step 3: Good and bad board use--------------------------------------------------------  15 min 
Write general board writing principles while demonstrating good board use, then have 
teachers brainstorm about the effects of each one. 
 

• Write clearly- it should be large enough to read from the back of the class.   
• Write in a straight line- Easier if only write across a section of the board. 
• Talk while writing- To involve the class even more, ask students what to write, like 

“What’s the next word?” or “How do I spell that?”  
• Stand sideways in a way that does not hide the board 

 
Step 4: Routines and Organizing the Board  -------------------------------------------  15 min 
Elicit from participants things they might write on the board and keep there for the entire 
class- date, topic/theme, rules, class agenda, etc. 
Prompt discussion of how to give students predictable routines by writing different types of 
information on certain areas of the board in consistent patterns (new vocabulary on the side, 
grammar structures along the top, central area for things that get erased and replaced with 
new info, etc.) 
 
Step 5: Conclusion and handing out certificates---------------------------------- ---------5min 


